
Date: 03/15/21

Length: 60 mins

Start Time: 5:00pm

End Time: 6:00pm

Group:
Prepared By:
Focus:
Level: HS

Length Start Drill Name Category Notes

0 5:00pm ProCrease Goalie
15 5:00pm Skating agility transitions Skating Players start near the corner, they skate forward to the stick, pivot and

the circle back skating backwards. Once they reach the middle again,
they pivot to forward, accelerate with crossovers forwards in a circle to
the next stick and repeat. Once get to the top stop and come back down
the boards. Do it with and without pucks

10 5:15pm Circle regroup Passing X1 starts with puck up top of circle. He takes 2 strides toward O1 and
gives him a pass (blue lines). X1 skates to almost the same imaginary line
that O1 is standing on and pivots away and facing O1. X1 receives a short
pass from O1 and continues back up ice. X1 passes to X2 and again pivots
away and facing X2 at the same imaginary line that X2 is standing on. X1
receives a short pass from X2 and heads back up ice. X1 gives one final
pass to X2 and then gets in the end of the O line. O1 now has the puck
and the same drill continues.

Progression 1 - instead of giving O1 the puck the last time and getting at
the back of the line, X1 pivots again and receives a pass back from O1.
He skates up ice giving X2 a pass. X1 then sprints around the outside of
the circle. X2 passes down low to O1. O1 gives X1 a pass in the slot after
he comes around the top of the circle.

10 5:25pm Pelican Net Drive Passing Pelican net drive - O1 starts skating backwards. X1 starts skating forward.
They pass the puck back and forth to each other until O1 gets to the red
line. X1 opens up before the red line and gets a pass from O1. They had
back 2 on 0 toward the net. X1 takes it wide and shoots low, far pad. O1
crashes the net looking for a rebound. X1 becomes the new O1 and the
drill continues.
https://www.gottalovecthockey.org/show/video-pelican-net-drive-drill.aspx

10 5:35pm Bumper pivot and passing passing form 4 lines (two opposite each other). Place a bumper in between. Skater
skates up to the end of the bumper and pivots around so that his chest is
always facing forward. He comes back around and then passes to the
opposite line

15 5:45pm PP/PK special teams

Skating agility transitions Circle regroup Pelican Net Drive


